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CONCEPT

THE ESCAPE GAME

CONCEPT

Do you want to give your employees an
original experience? Create bonds and build
team spirit? Bring them out of their comfort zone?

During the game, the hierarchy no longer exists, only
collaboration counts.

Mixing work and relaxation, Escape Games are an
innovative concept to unite a team around a fun
activity: ideal for a successful team building event.

Because of their short format, our games fit perfectly into
your corporate events (strategic meetings, seminars,
cohesion sessions, training, etc.).

It is a context where the issues will push everyone to reveal
themselves, express innovative ideas, solve problems and
leave the room motivated and stimulated.
To succeed in their mission, the team will have to
demonstrate excellent communication, an acute sense of
observation, a quality of reflection, and a management of
stress without flaw.
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SKILLS THAT YOU MUST USE
DURING AN ESCAPE GAME

CREATIVITY

CRITICAL THINKING

Observe details and adopt a new point
of view. Step out of your comfort zone.

Know how to grasp a problem
in a critical way: question and question
again. Avoid ready-made solutions by
analysing the situation.

COOPERATION
You need to pool your skills to
make progress. Playing as a team
is the key to success.

COMMUNICATION
Share information and reflect
together to reach the common goal.
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BENEFITS
Engage ingenuity in
unexpected situations.
Create trust in a difficult
context.
Reveal the talents
of each person.
Share an immersive and
friendly experience.
Improve collective and individual
decision making.

Develop listening and transversal
communication.
Strengthen cohesion, solidarity and
team spirit.
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OUR GAMES
LIFE SENTENCE

ZODIAC KILLER

You are sentenced to life in a
maximum-security prison.
With all appeal requests
denied, your only path to
freedom is to escape.

Captured by a serial killer, tied
up & left in his lair, escape is
your only chance. Has the real
Zodiac Killer returned from the
1970’s or is this the work of a
copycat?

BUNKER

Zombie Lab

Early 80’s, the Cold War. A
nuclear launch sequence
has been initiated from the
bunker. Your team of special
agents are sent to stop the
launch at all cost.

A lethal man-made virus is
turning healthy people into
infected zombies. You are a
team of scientists who need
to find the cure before the
zombies break into your
laboratory.
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Food & Drinks

Fox in a Box Hong Kong is exceptionally well set up to meet the needs of corporate and team building events. We boast a professional
spacious reception that is large enough to comfortably fit 40 people through a combination of high bar tables, stools and comfy
sofas. This along with our flexible catering options, provides the perfect opportunity to reflect on your experience whilst enjoying a range of
refreshments.
Catering options For groups of 16 or more people (incl. exclusive venue use). Add-on Seasonal Fruit platters (HK$900) are also available upon
request. Contents may change slightly depending on your choices made and the number of players.

PACKAGE 3

Signature Canapés
Mango Crab Salad Tart
Cheese & Bacon Tartlets
Parma Ham Rocket Bites
Sichuan Chicken Balls (Mild)
Korean Sesame Chicken Nuggets
Thai Platter (Lemongrass Chicken,
Spring Rolls)
Potato Shrimp Rolls
Fantail Shrimp Beancurd Dumplings
Mini Satay (Chicken/Beef)
Brownies slices
French Lemon Tartlets

Price: HK$ 2,800
Minimum: 20pax
additional pax + HK$140

Teambulding
+
Lorem ipsum
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ROOM PRICING

General Information. We have four rooms, and a maximum of 8 people can play per room giving a total capacity of 32 players all playing at the same time. If your
group has 16 players or more you will have exclusive use of our venue for your session. This allows you to choose which games you want to play on arrival and
how many play in each room (up to a maximum of 8 per room). For groups larger than 32, we can run two rounds of games across two sessions.

Number of Players

Cost for 1 Game (1.5 hour+) (MON-FRI)

Cost for 2 Game (2.5 hour+) (MON-FRI)

10-15 Players
16-19 Players
20+ Players

HK 230 Per Player
HK 220 Per Player-exclusive venue use
HK 210 Per Player-exclusive venue use

HK 440 Per Player
HK 420 Per Player-exclusive venue use
HK 400 Per Player-exclusive venue use

Game time & Arrival. Our Games run from 11am until 9pm, 7 days per week. Actual start times can be found on our website. However, we do require guests to
arrive 15 minutes prior to your start time in order to allow players to use our facilities, sign waivers, undertake a game briefing and to relax. Please contact us and
we can suggest a suitable time to arrive.

Game Length. Each game runs for 1 hour, unless your team manages to complete the room earlier. At the end of the game each team's dedicated Games Master
will run through a debrief and take photos of the team inside the room. Photos will be sent to the details completed on the players waiver. Allow approximately 10
minutes for debrief and photos.
Please allow for time after your game if you have ordered catering.
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HOW TO BOOK

Bookings or enquires can be made over the phone, via email or by completing our online form:
• Telephone: +852 9854-6664
• Email: info@foxinaboxhongkong.com
• Complete our Online Form

Please Provide the following information when you make your booking:
•
•
•
•
•

Reservation Date.
Time.
Number of Players.
If you have less than 16 players, the rooms you would like to play. Players of 16 or more have exclusive venue use
If you would like catering (minimum 7 days notice required)

Payments can be made via Bank Transfer, PayMe, FPS, Cheque
Within 48 hours of reserving your booking we will require a 50% deposit otherwise the reservation will be forfeited.
Final balance is due on the day of the event or 7 days prior if your event includes catering.
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OUR CLIENTS
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TESTIMONIAL
Attentive staff, extra atmosphere, beautiful lobby. New experience! In short, a
great time spent for our corporate Team Building. All our collaborators enjoyed
meeting each other and getting to know each other through the Fox in a Box
experience! Thanks to the whole team.
“A successful Team Building !”
Tripadvisor

Very nicely decorated place! Super nice and engaging host introduced
the story background to us and led us to the room. The room is full of
mechanism infused with latest technology, overall the storyline is
attractive, time limit and riddles are reasonable, a superb & immersive
room escape experience! highly recommend for room escape lovers!
“Best room escape in Hong Kong”
Google Reviews
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CONTACT
EMAIL
INFO@FOXINABOXHONGKONG.COM

WHATSAPP
+85298546664

WEBSITE
FOXINABOXHONGKONG.COM

ADDRESS
UNIT 905 EASTCORE,
398 KWUN TONG RD, KWUN TONG

